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Want to Ace your Tennessee DMV Driver’s License Exam, even if you’ve never Driven before?
Are you afraid of failing your driver’s license test?Or have you failed the test before and still aren’t
sure what the right answers are?Do you want to pass your DMV written exam without getting
stumped on tricky questions?You might’ve heard that the driver’s license test in Tennessee is
immensely difficult, regardless of your driving experience.Plenty of out-of-staters will tell you
horror stories of how they failed terribly on the written exam… despite years of driving under
their belts.And it’s even scarier if you’ve never been behind the wheel.Because as excited as you
may be to start driving on your own… you only get a few tries to pass the written test… before
you’re forced to begin the whole application process all over again.Even if you’ve read through
the DMV handbook over and over, you might miss a “redundant” question where all of the
answers look like they could be correct. And missing just one question is enough to invalidate
your entire driver’s license application.But there’s a simple and easy way to save yourself the
embarrassment of failing your driver’s license test. With the right study guide, you’ll be prepared
for every question you come across on the test so you can pass with flying colors.In this
Tennessee Driver’s Practice Tests Course, you will discover:A comprehensive guide to applying
for, taking, and passing the Tennessee DMV written examOver 700 questions and answers to
prepare you for the most recent version of the written testDetailed explanations of each answer
to help you get a perfect scoreOver 9 different chapters that lay out the basics of each section
on the exam — plus 2 BONUS cheat sheetsThe biggest mistake most people make when
prepping for their tests, and how you can avoid the same fate56 tips and tricks to get you ready
for both the written exam and the road testStudying hacks to make sure you ace every question
on the test, even if you don’t have enough time to practiceThe 12 questions most test takers get
wrong — answer these the right way if you don’t want to failAnd much more!Don’t waste
hundreds or even thousands of dollars on driver’s ed courses that barely even help you with the
written portion of your driver’s license test. This Tennessee Driver’s Practice Tests Course shows
you everything you need to know to pass your exam on the first attempt… and for only a small
fraction of what it costs to hire an instructor.Regardless of your driving experience, this all-in-one
guide will boost your test-taking confidence and have you cruising around Tennessee in no
time.You could keep sitting at home worrying about whether or not you’re going to have to retake
the test… or you can master all the essential road rules, skills, and practices and get one step
closer to obtaining your driver’s license.If you want to Pass your DMV written exam once and for
all, then scroll up and click the “Add to Cart” button right now.
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Tennessee Driver's Practice Tests:700+ Questions, All-Inclusive Driver's Ed Handbook to
Quickly achieve your Driver's License or Learner's Permit(Cheat Sheets + Digital Flashcards +
Mobile App)          Written by Stanley VastContributor - Vast Pass Driver’s Training

© Copyright 2021 - All rights reserved.Stanley Vast - Vast Pass Driver’s Training The content
contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated or transmitted without direct
written permission from the author or the publisher. Under no circumstances will any blame or
legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or
monetary loss due to the information contained within this book. Either directly or indirectly. You
are responsible for your own choices, actions, and results. Legal Notice: This book is copyright
protected. This book is only for personal use. You cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote or
paraphrase any part, or the content within this book, without the consent of the author or
publisher. Disclaimer Notice: Please note the information contained within this document is for
educational and entertainment purposes only. All effort has been executed to present accurate,
up to date, and reliable, complete information. No warranties of any kind are declared or implied.
Readers acknowledge that the author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial,
medical or professional advice. The content within this book has been derived from various
sources. Please consult a licensed professional and check with your local DMV for their manual
as the techniques outlined in this book may have changed. By reading this document, the reader
agrees that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct or indirect,
which are incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this document,
including, but not limited to, — errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.
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Introduction F or over 15 years, Stanley Vast, a Driver’s Health and Safety Consultant and Vast
Pass Training Instructor has observed the challenges many individuals are facing every day
when preparing for their driver’s license or learner’s permit. Stan created Vast Pass Driver’s
Training to assist teens, young adults and aspiring driver’s in achieving their goals and obtaining
the practice and education required to successfully pass their Department of Motor Vehicle
exams.Vast Pass Driver's Training provides a more in-depth and laser focused understanding of



the problems many teens and young adults face when taking their driver’s license and learner’s
permit exam. Stan created this course to help bridge this educational gap without exorbitant
unreasonable fees. Since its launch, more than 2300 students have gone on to achieve their
goal of becoming responsible and effective drivers. Armed with this knowledge you too can
achieve your goals through this course, you can obtain the same success as many others have
before you.So, if you are nervous and feeling unprepared. No worries. You will acquire all the
essential foundations and skills needed to become successful both on the road and in
preparation for your exam.In this book, we will uncover how you can easily prepare for your
driver’s license or learner’s permit exam without any prior knowledge. You will also gain real-
world insights on how to effectively handle road conditions and develop healthy driving
habits.The chapters in this book will discuss each of the following:● Driving under the age of
21● Road rules, habits, behaviors and techniques● Road signs, traffic lights, and
signals● Defensive driving strategies● Driving under the influence● Strategies for
success on your exam● Processes for obtaining your driver’s license and learner’s permitIn
addition to these topics, you will also be provided a couple of additional practice questions,
cheat sheets, and knowledge checks to help you practice and prepare for your exam. Without
further ado, let’s begin.

Chapter 1Driving Under the Age of 21 I n this Chapter, we’ll be discussing Driving Under the
Age of 21 as it pertains to the law. With so many different rules and regulations to be aware of
when you hit the road, you must familiarize yourself with each of them. In this chapter, you’ll learn
about the effects of alcohol on your ability to drive and how to handle situations such as crashes
and interactions with law enforcement officers. In-depth information about breath, blood, and
urine tests will be presented as well as material regarding blood alcohol content (BAC) and
driving under the influence. Familiarizing yourself with each of these will help ensure you know
exactly what is required of you to stay as safe as possible while on the road. There will be 12
multiple-choice questions for you to test yourself and see what you’ve learned.From this chapter,
you will develop a strong understanding of the potential consequences of failing to adhere to the
standards set up by the law. You should also aim to understand the risks involved when getting
behind the wheel and the factors that may make you more prone to an accident. Your ability to
understand the techniques that promote safe driving will greatly influence your success as a
new driver and ensure the safety of both yourself and those around you.Let’s begin: 1. If you are
driving and a police officer stops you, you should:Take off your seatbelt and lower the car’s
window to address their concerns.Hurry and ready your paperwork such as license and
registration before the concerned officer reaches your vehicle.Keep your calm and stay within
the vehicle with your hands firm on the steering wheel as you wait for the officer to approach
you.Get out and walk towards the police car and seek the officer’s concerns. Correct Answer is
c(When you are driving and a police officer stops you, you should keep calm. It is important that
you keep your hands at the steering wheel at all times. Make sure not to make any sudden



moves and wait until the concerned officer asks you to show your documents) 2. If you are under
the age of sixteen and use false identification to purchase alcohol, you are likely to:Receive a
driving suspension commencing on your sixteenth birthday.Only be allowed to take the driver’s
exam after you are twenty-one years old.Receive a driving suspension commencing on your
twenty-first birthday.Be forced to take an alcohol safety education class. Correct Answer is
a(Although you may not be driving, you could receive a suspension from driving if you are
caught doing any of these three things; possessing alcohol, faking your age to get alcohol, or
carry false identification) 3. If you are caught driving under the influence of alcohol, you could be
charged with:A driver’s license suspension for up to 3 years.|A hundred dollar fine or more.A
compulsory attendance to Alcohol Highway Safety School.A twelve-hour jail sentence or
more. Correct Answer is c(Anyone caught driving under the influence will be asked to attend a
Highway Safety School for their first or second offenses. This is applicable for any level of
impairment) 4. If you get involved in a car crash while driving, it is imperative that you
must:Ensure that the injured person reaches the nearest hospital.Continue to drive to your
destination, and later file a crash report.Stop your vehicle and help anyone who might be injured.
Then you must report the crash to the police and exchange information. You must also notify
your insurance company.Stop the car for a bit and check if there have been any damages to
it. Correct Answer is c(If you end up getting involved in a car crash, you must stop at the scene.
Assist and help anyone who might be injured. Exchange your personal information with others
who have been involved in the crash. Secondly, you must also report the crash to the police as
soon as possible and contact your insurance company) 5. Parental agreement to conduct
breath, blood and urine tests is:No parental consent is required to conduct such tests.Yes,
consent is required though only from one of the parents.Yes, such consent is necessary for
individuals under sixteen years of age.Yes, such consent is required from both parents of the
ward. Correct Answer is a(If you are arrested when under the age of twenty-one, you can be
detained for blood, breath, or urine testing. The authorities require no parental consent for such
tests) 6. If you happen to be driving under the influence of alcohol and refuse to give a blood
test, you are likely to receive:Treatment of drug counseling for 180 days.A day-long sentence in
jail.Suspension of your driver’s license.Three hundred dollars fine due in 30 days. Correct
Answer is c(If you refuse to take any of the chemical tests for breath, urine, or blood in the
instance that a police officer arrests you for driving under substance influence, your driving
privilege will automatically be suspended) 7. Anyone who is under the age of twenty-one is not
legally permitted to ____ alcohol.Serve any.Wear clothes advertising any.Be near any.Transport
any. Correct Answer is d(It is unlawful for anyone under the age of twenty-one to buy or
consume alcohol. They are also now allowed to have it in their possession or transport it in a
vehicle while they are driving) 8. Anyone who is under the age of twenty-one is not legally
permitted to ____ alcohol.Wear clothes advertising any.Be near any.Consume any.Serve
any. Correct Answer is c(It is unlawful for anyone under the age of twenty-one to buy or
consume alcohol. They are also now allowed to have it in their possession or transport it in a



vehicle while they are driving) 9. Anyone who is under the age of twenty-one is not legally
permitted to ____ alcohol.Wear clothes advertising any.Possess any.Serve any.Be near
any. Correct Answer is b(It is unlawful for anyone under the age of twenty-one to buy or
consume alcohol. They are also now allowed to have it in their possession or transport it in a
vehicle while they are driving) 10. When the zero-tolerance law was introduced, the acceptable
blood alcohol content (bac) was reduced from 0.08% to a ___ % for individuals under the age of
twenty-one who were driving under the influence..02%.05%.07%.00% Correct Answer is a(It is
possible for a young driver to be charged for driving under influence even if they happen to have
consumed only a small glass of wine with dinner) 11. If you are caught to be driving under the
influence, and a police officer requires you to take a breath, urine, or blood test, you:You can test
at your own leisure.Must also sign a consent form with the test.You don’t have to test since
you’re under 21.You must take the test, or your license could be suspended. Correct Answer is
d(Your driver’s license will automatically be suspended if you are arrested by the police and
refuse to take a breath, blood, or urine test) 12. If you are a driver under age twenty-one, and are
convicted of having a false id, you could be required to pay a five hundred dollar fine even if:Your
blood alcohol content is found to be slightly greater than 0.02%.You are not the driver or
passenger.You were sleeping.Your blood alcohol content is 0.01%. Correct Answer is b(Your will
be fined even if you are not driving)

Chapter 2Understanding the Rules of the Road P ossessing a driver’s license comes with a lot
of responsibility as well as a certain set of rules that must be followed every time you get behind
the wheel. Chapter 2 will introduce the regulations that have been put in place to make the road
as safe as possible for all drivers. We’ll be walking through speed limits, traffic patterns,
signaling, dangerous road conditions, and much more. While it’s essential that you pay close
attention to what your own vehicle is doing, safe driving also means you need to keep an eye on
the traffic and others around you. Driving conditions can change rapidly and it’s important to be
prepared for anything that may come your way. Whether it’s a bicyclist, heavy rainfall, or a car
that has suddenly crossed your path, you’ll find that the road will demand your full attention at all
times.The best way to prepare yourself to be a great driver is to center your driving habits around
rule-following from the start. You can use the 39 questions in this section to test your Knowledge
and Understanding of the Rules of the Road. You’ll be able to get an idea of the areas you’ve
already mastered as well as the ones that need more review.Let’s begin: 1. If the back of your
vehicle starts to skid to the left, you should:Hold the steering wheel tight and steer
left.Immediately slam on your brakes.Get in the fast lane and accelerate.Stop your
vehicle. Correct Answer is a(Tightly hold the steering wheel if the rear of your vehicle starts to
swerve. Begin steering to the left) 2. You may only cross a double yellow line when passing
another vehicle if the yellow line is:On the other side of the road and line is dotted.On your side
of the road and line is broken.On the other side of the road and line is dotted.On your side of the
road and line is solid. Correct Answer is b(A double yellow line in the center of the road



indicates that you may pass only if a broken line is next to your lane) 3. When you are driving on
a highway and need to know the distance to the next exit, what color of a sign should you be
looking for?Black color lettering on a yellow board.White color lettering on a black board.White
color lettering on a red board.White color lettering on a green board. Correct Answer is d(Signs
providing information about destinations and information are green with white letters or
symbols) 4. Only when ____, should you consider driving below the posted speed limit:Driving
conditions are worsening.The drivers around you are driving slower.Driving conditions are
getting better.You are on a road with five-lanes. Correct Answer is a(You should only drive under
the prescribed speed limit when driving conditions are worsening. This includes the road being
slippery or wet, low visibility, or any conditions that hinders your ability to drive the speed limit) 5.
If other drivers around you aren’t expecting you to stop, turn or slow down, you should first:Press
on your brakes several times quickly.Engage the vehicle’s emergency brakes.Turn your head to
look over your shoulder to locate your blind spot.Honk and let the others know that you’d be
stopping, turning or slowing your vehicle. Correct Answer is a(When slowing down, turning or
stopping, alert other drivers by lightly pressing on your brakes several times) 6. In the case
where traffic around you prevents you from crossing through a set of railroad tracks, you should
consider proceeding only when:The train is moving slow and will not be a danger.The other side
of the track is empty and there is enough room.More than half of your vehicle has already
crossed.There are no trains nearby. Correct Answer is b(You shouldn’t consider crossing railway
tracks in any circumstances. The only exception here is when you are sure that your entire
vehicle will clear through all of the tracks and there is enough space to do so) 7. Before passing
other vehicles you must:Alert other drivers by flashing your headlights.Warn the driver ahead by
turning on your flashers.Show other drivers that you are changing lanes by initiating the proper
turn signal.Blow your horn for 3 seconds to get attention. Correct Answer is c(Whenever you are
considering passing a driver ahead of you, you should first ensure that the passing lane is clear.
Then, you should initiate the proper turn signal and let other drivers know you’ll be changing
lanes) 8. If you ever get involved in a traffic collision, you are obligated to submit a complete
written report in the case:Either you or the other drivers are injured.The collision leads to
property damage over a thousand dollars or if there are any other significant injuries.You are the
only one at fault.You are obligated to submit a complete written report regardless of the
casualty. Correct Answer is b(Every driver involved is required to submit a complete written
report for the incident if and when a traffic collision leads to more than a thousand dollars in
damage, minor or major injury, or an instance of death) 9. You should consider __, in case you
are traveling under forty miles an hour on the highway.Driving near the shoulder of the
lane.Turning on your high beam lights.Blowing your horn to let others know.Turning on your four-
way flashing lights. Correct Answer is d(In case you have to drive below forty miles an hour on
the highway, you should turn on your four-way flashing lights to warn the other drivers behind
you) 10. When crossing through heavy traffic, the minimum amount of space needed to do so
largely depend on:The weather and road conditions along with the oncoming traffic



conditions.The stop sign near the traffic.Your turn signals while driving through.The amount of
traffic behind you. Correct Answer is a(Spatial requirements for when you have to cross through
traffic largely depend on the road and weather conditions, and also the nature of oncoming
traffic) 11. If you’re driving in your lane and an oncoming vehicle is heading towards you, you
should consider:Blowing your horn, steering to your right, and increase speed.Sounding the
horn, steering to your left, and stopping.Blowing your horn, steering to your right, and begin
applying your brakes.Sounding your horn, staying within your lane, and braking to alarm the
oncoming vehicle. Correct Answer is c(If another vehicle ever approaches you head-on in your
lane, you should consider sounding your horn to get their attention. If the other driver doesn’t
budge, you should attempt to escape to your right by steering and braking)
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